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THERMODYNAMICS
It is the science of energy transfer and the related effects
on the properties of the system and surroundings.
ENERGY

Heat (Q)
Ø Lower Grade
Ø Disorganised form of energy

Work (W)
Ø Higher Grade
Ø Organised form of energy

Many students confuse energy interaction with heat interaction. It includes work interaction as well.
Higher Grade energy can be totally converted to Lower Grade but nor vice versa.

Let's start the revision with some basic yet important definitions:
1. System : System is a region in space which is under consideration for thermodynamic analysis.
2. Surroundings : Anything mentioned external to the system is called surroundings.
3. Boundary : Boundary is the partition between system and surroundings.
Boundary can be:
Rigid – room walls

Flexible – cylinder with piston

Real – Filed balloon

Imaginary – Atmospheric region

4. Universe : System + surroundings, collectively is called as universe.

Selection of system is VERY crucial is solving questions correctly. Generally, the component which
question is talking or asking about is taken as system.
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Depending upon feasible energy interactions, system can be classified as:
Type of system

Mass
transfer

Energy
transfer

Example

Open (Control volume)

Turbine, Steady flow devices

Closed (Control mass)

Piston-cylinder without valves

Isolated

Universe, closed thermos flask

Thermodynamic Equilibrium:
A body is said to be in thermodynamic equilibrium only if it is in following three equilibriums:
1. Thermal equilibrium: When there is no heat flow in the system driven by temperature difference
2. Mechanical equilibrium: When there is no motion inside the system driven by pressure difference
3. Chemical equilibrium: When there is no chemical reaction occurring which changes the chemical
composition of the system.

Properties: Measurable characteristics of a system called properties. Properties are of 2 types :
Intensive
q Independent of the mass of the system
q Examples are pressure, temperature,
density etc.
q All specific properties are intensive

Extensive
q Depends upon mass of the system
q Volume, enthalpy, entropy etc.

• Intensive properties are symbolized by capital letters and extensive by small letters.
Example: pressure (P), temperature (T) but volume (v), enthalpy (h), entropy (s).
• Extensive property per unit mass are intensive properties.
Specific volume, v = Volume V / mass m
• Ratio of two extensive property is intensive.
• One can remember that intensive and independent both start with I so intensive properties
are independent of mass.
• If a quantity of matter is divided into two equal parts, each part will have same values of
intensive properties as the original and half the value of the extensive properties.

More about Properties…

Properties are independent
of the path followed by a
process.
(Δv)A = (Δv)B = v2 – v1
(ΔP)A = (ΔP)B = P2 – P1
Hence, P and v are
properties.

Properties depend only upon the
state. i.e. Point Functions
In the property diagram shown,
all path have same properties at
final state irrespective of from
where they are coming.

For a cycle (cyclic process),
the change in value of
property is equal to zero
because initial and find
state are the same.
So, (Δproperty)cycle = 0
or

State - State of system is defined when a system is in equilibrium
as only then its all properties are fixed and can be measured. It is
the condition of the system defined by fixing different values of
properties like P, v, T, etc.

q
q

Thermodynamics deals with equilibrium states.
Any point on the property diagram is a state since it has a fixed coordinates (fixed properties).

State postulate - It tells about the number of independent intensive properties required to fix

the state of the system. For simple compressible system, only 2 independent intensive properties
are required to fix the state of the system.
It is given by Gibb’s phase rule:
P+F=C+2

P : number of phases (solid/liquid/gas)
F : minimum number of independent intensive properties required to fix the state.
(called as Degree of Freedom of system)
C : number of components (if system has 3 different gases, then C = 2)

Zeroth law of Thermodynamics:
If two bodies B and C are in thermal equilibrium with a third body A individually,
then they are in thermal equilibrium with each other as well.
This law defines Temperature and forms basis of temperature measurement.

Temperature Scales
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In exam many direct questions comes from temperature change scale. Use this
expression and never do them wrong again !

Heat and Work
q Both, heat and work, are defined only when system changes its state.
Change in the state = Process.
q Both are defined when they cross the boundaries of the system.
q Both are not properties. They are path functions. So, they depend upon the path followed.

On a property diagram:
•
•
•
•
•

State is represented by a point
Path is represented by a line (straight/curved)
Point functions are defined by the difference of
initial and final points
Path functions are defined by the area under path
lines.
For a cyclic process, net work involved = enclosed
area on the P-v diagram

Area Under
P-V plot = Work interaction
T-S plot = Heat interaction

Representation

WB =
WA =

Change in path function:
δQ and δW

+

Change in point function:
ΔT, ΔP, Δv

So, WA > WB

Sign Convention
Work
Done on system: -ve
Done by system: +ve

Heat
Added to system: +ve
Rejected from system: -ve

q Sign convention of processes which increase the volume are taken as +ve and which
decrease the volume are taken as -ve. This will help you remember the conventions.
q Boundary which permits heat flow is called as diathermic, and which does not is called
as adiabatic/insulated.

Quasi Static, Reversible
and Irreversible Processes
A process is said to be quasi – static if:
1) It has negligible gradient
2) It takes very long time to get completed
Finite Gradient
(Not Quasi-Static)

Negligible Gradient
(Quasi Static)

q A frictionless quasi – static process is called reversible process.
q All reversible processes are quasi – static but all quasi – static
processes are not reversible.
q Also called as quasi-equilibrium process.

q All processes in nature are irreversible because they have a finite gradient and are not frictionless.
q We study reversible presses so that we can define the maximum efficiency achievable in a given
process.
q A reversible process leaves no effects on the surrounding when its path is reversed.

REVERSIBLE PROCESS

Internally reversible

Externally reversible

Internally Reversible
A process is internally reversible if the system is internally in
thermal, mechanical, chemical equilibrium.
Externally Reversible
Let understand this concept better with help of the diagram
Finite Gradient
(externally irrev)

Negligible Gradient
(externally rev)

If a process is both internally as well as externally reversible then it is called totally reversible process.
Totally reversible cycle: Carnot cycle
Internally reversible cycle: Otto cycle, Diesel cycle

Specific Heats, cp and cv
Specific heat at constant pressure, cp
Specific heat at constant volume, cv

First Form
cp - cv = R
where

q
q
q
q

R=

R3
M

Relation between them is given in following forms:

Second Form
(cp - cv)m = mR
⇒ cpm - cvm = mR
⇒ Cp - Cv = mR

Third Form
(cp - cv) M = R.M
⇒ cpM – cvM = Ru
⇒ c68 – c69 = Ru

Ru : universal gas constant
= 8.314 kJ/Kg.K

where,

where,

M = molecular weight of gas

m : mass

M : molecular mass

Cp : Heat capacity at constant
pressure

c68 : Molar heat capacity at
constant pressure

Cv : Heat capacity at constant
volume

c69 : Molar heat capacity at
constant volume

Valid for ideal gas
cp > cv
For air, cp = 1.005 kJ/kg.K
cv = 0.718 kJ/kg.K
R = 8.314/29 = 0.287 kJ/kg.K
For water, cp = 4.2 kJ/kg.K

Adiabatic Constant, γ
q It is defined as γ =

<=
<>

q γ depends upon number of atoms in molecules. γ air = 7/5 = 1.4

Dependence on specific heat
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Dependence on molar specific heat

cp – cv = R
⇒ γcv – cv = R
?
⇒ cv =

c68 – c69 = Ru
⇒ γ c69 – c69 = Ru
?
⇒ c69 = A

And cp = @#%

And c68 = @#%

@#%
@?

cp and cv of a total gas are dependent
on the no. of atoms of the gas and
molecular weight of the gas.

@#%
@?A

Molar specific heat of an ideal gas
depends on no. of atoms only.

Pdv work
In any closed system, boundary work done during
any reversible process is called as Pdv work.
Wrev = ∫Pdv
Applicable for
1) Only for boundary work
2) Closed system
3) Reversible process

n = 0, isobaric
n = 1, isothermal
n = γ, adiabatic
n = ∞, isochoric

Open system work
Wrev = - ∫vdP
Applicable for all
reversible process,
whether it is isothermal
/ adiabatic.

For comparing expansion processes,
move towards increasing volume from
pivot point.
And for comparing compression
processes, move towards decreasing
volume from pivot point.

Moving Boundary work
for different processes

q Isothermal process (Pv = constant) :
w%( =

(
∫% δw

(
= ∫% Pdv

q Polytropic process (Pvn = constant) :

(

w%( = ∫% δw =

Assuming ideal gas
9
9
= RT ln 9K = P% v% ln 9K
L
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q Isochoric process / isometric process (v = constant) :
(
w%( = ∫% δw = 0
q Isobaric process (P = constant) :

(

w%( = ∫% δw = P v( − v%
q Adiabatic process (Pvγ = constant) :
(
M 9K #ML 9L
w%( = ∫% δw = K %#@
,
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where γ speciXic heat ratio = <=
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